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at in. -parts, the advertisement should indicate what the lines of livislorx are, so that one might know what parts he was at lib-rtv to bid upon. It is customary to pay for contract work on lontrily estimates of the engineer, reserving from each month'i stlmate of the worth of materials furnished and work done twenty r twenty-five per cent, until final completion. This enables the on. tract or to carry out the work without having the requisite apita.1 to complete the work with his own means. If the con-itiorxs of payment are to be other than this, thus making them nns^al a,nd peculiar, such conditions should be stated in the dvertise merit.
IHTaving drawn the attention of contractors to the work them the necessary information to enable them to whether or not they would wish to submit bids upon the , it remains to give them such information as may be nec-ssary to enable them to procure promptly the necessary plans ad specifications, the blank forms of proposals, and informa-as to the amount and kind of guarantee which they must -with their bids to have them considered.
€3O. The Guarantee, The object of the guarantee is to insure that the successful bidder, or the party who is iven. tlie contract, will sign the contract for doing the work id furnish the requisite bond for faithful performance. In :her words this guarantee is simply an assurance of his good titti and honest intentions in submitting his hid, and it is cus-to make it consist of cash or the equivalent of cash in f orro of a bank check duly certified by the bank as being for the amount stated. This check is to be made to the party letting the work, or his agent, and is to be >rf eitred to such party in case the bidder fails or refuses to into a contract for the performance of the work after the lias been made to him. The deposits made by the isuccessful bidders are, of course, immediately returned to and that of the successful bidder is held until he has

